FROM THE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Something new will soon be coming your way

Starting next month and continuing every other month, you will be receiving a bonus to your IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications New Product Supplement. This publication will consist of new product and new application stories covering the entire graphics spectrum — hardware, software, systems, and services.

Combined with our regular bimonthly schedule of IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications, the New Product Supplement will in effect give us a monthly frequency. What's more, you will receive it at no increase in subscription rates.

The CG&A New Product Supplement is an extension of our effort to provide broad and balanced coverage of the computer graphics field, serving end users as well as scientists and engineers. Users' application needs are the driving force behind the rapid development of computer graphics technology, and the array of available products is the most vivid demonstration of the state of the art. It is not surprising, then, that the New Products department has consistently been one of the most popular sections of the magazine. For some time now, we have been receiving more new product information than we can cover—even in our expanded, bimonthly format. Demands from our readers to see more products, and to see them in the most timely manner possible, convinced us of the need for this supplement.

Carl Machover has agreed to take on the additional duty of acting as the new products editor for the supplements, so you can be assured that the quality and objectivity of our product write-ups will remain high.

When you receive your first supplement next month, look it over. Let us know how you like it. After all, responding to your needs is what we're here for.

Michael J. Wozny
Editor-in-Chief
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